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Web Jokes 1.1 released - bash in your iPhone
Published on 03/17/10
Stanislav Kalishenko Comp. has released Web Jokes 1.1 for iPhone and iPod touch devices.
Do you like bash? Or do you prefer the jokes and anecdotes than news or something like
that? Then the Web Jokes is likely for you. Web Jokes is a simple and convenient RSS
reader of some popular feeds with jokes that can fill your leisure time. It features a
simple interface, without frills, convenient navigation from joke to joke, and a flexible
list of RSS feeds.
Kiev, Ukraine - Stanislav Kalishenko Comp. has released Web Jokes 1.1 for iPhone and iPod
touch devices. Do you like bash? Or do you prefer the jokes and anecdotes than news or
something like that? Then the Web Jokes is likely for you. Web Jokes is a simple and
convenient RSS reader of some popular feeds with jokes that can fill your leisure time.
"What a ...?" - Some might say. "The App Store is full of readers." And perhaps you're
right, but I'll try to highlight the benefits of this application.
Feature Highlights:
* Simple interface, without frills
* Convenient navigation from joke to joke
* The flexible list of RSS feeds
* sending of favourite joke via email, SMS, Twitter, copying to the clipboard
* two-language interface (English and Russian)
Let's take a look at these features. First of all, a simple interface. All is simple: the
navigation buttons at the bottom and the text of a joke. And there are not a list of
jokes. They follow one by one on different screens and don't mix with each other.
Secondly, quite convenient navigation. There is a paging of a joke by joke (just swipe
your finger from right to left), navigation buttons - they become useful when the text
does not fit in screen and there is a vertical scrolling, which does not allow flipping.
In addition, if the hands dressed in gloves (or, for example, the nails do not allow
flipping), then there "shake me" gesture will come to help, i.e. shaking the phone will
take you to the next page. Just look, do not overdo it, because author is not responsible
for broken iPhones :).
Thirdly, the flexible list of RSS feeds. What does this mean? By default, is added a
number of feeds (for example, jokes from bash.org and others). But this list can be
changed. You can add your favourite RSS-feed and disable or remove uninteresting.
Moreover, there is the standard functionality for this kind of applications - the ability
to send favourite joke on email, SMS, to copy to the clipboard for insertion into the
native "Notes" or any other application, and sending the text of the joke to your blog in
Twitter. And do not look for special menu items to do it. It is very simple. Hold your
finger a couple of seconds and choose one or another way of sending in the appeared popup.
And finally, another feature. If you speak Russian you will find it useful. There is
currently implemented support of two languages: English and Russian. And from this option
depends on a list of RSS feeds, which to download jokes. So if you are Russian-speaking
man you will load the last jokes from bash.org.ru or other feeds. If you are interested in
American or British humor, then choose English as the language interface.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
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* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 0.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Web Jokes 1.1 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Lifestyle category.
Web Jokes 1.1:
http://sites.google.com/site/flexoapps/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/web-jokes/id356268651?mt=8
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKAI0LqtHLM
Screenshot 1:
http://sites.google.com/site/flexoapps/home/1.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://sites.google.com/site/flexoapps/home/2.jpg
App Icon:
http://sites.google.com/site/flexoapps/home/jokes.png

Located in Kiev, Ukraine, Stanislav Kalishenko Comp. was founded in 2010 by Stanislav
Kalishenko. Our area is a developing of applications for iPhone andiPod touch. Our
direction is not gaming but programmes for business and entertainment. All Material and
Software (C) 2010 Stanislav Kalishenko / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPod,
the iPod logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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